Program for Comparative Industrialized WORKSHOP JUNE 2, 2005
Room/Local SSC 3024

C1: 9-10.45am : Intro Session—How to think about Diversity and Social Capital
Chair: Dietlind Stolle (McGill) and Melissa Marschall (Rice)

Dietlind Stolle (McGill) Introductory Remarks: “Diversity and Social Capital”
Based on a ppt which develops/summarizes a research framework within which to study the
effects of diversity.

Marc Hooghe (Leuven) „Building Social Capital in Diverse Societies“

Discussant: Wendy Rahn (Minnesota)

C2: 11-12.45pm: The Embeddedness of Trust in Diverse Context
Chair: Marc Hooghe (Leuven)

Dick Johnston (UBC), Stuart Soroka (McGill) and Keith Banting (Queens) “Ethnicity, Ethnic
Context and Trust”

Melissa Marschall (Rice) and Dietlind Stolle (McGill) “Seeing or Living Diversity—Contact with
diverse others and the development of generalized trust”

Wendy Rahn (University of Minnesota) Geographies of Trust

Discussant: David Campbell (Notre Dame) and Elisabeth Gidengil (McGill)

Lunch served for workshop participants

C3 : 13.45-15.30pm : Diversity and Patterns of Political Participation
Chair: Wendy Rahn (Minnesota)

Eric Uslaner, University of Maryland: Diversity and Trust (might still fit theme of previous
panel)

Daniel Rubenson (UdM) : Racial Diversity, Out-Group Presence and Political Participation in
American Cities”.

David Campbell (Notre Dame): Community Heterogeneity and Public Engagement

Discussant: Stuart Soroka (McGill) and Melissa Marschall (Rice)

C4: 15.45-17.15: The value of diverse networks
Chair: Stuart Soroka (McGill)

Elisabeth Gidengil (McGill) Allison Harell (McGill) and Bonnie Erickson (Toronto) "Network
Diversity and Vote Choice“

Discussant: Marc Hooghe (Leuven)

Concluding Remarks and Discussion of remaining issues